III. Recommendations
A. Trail Characteristics and Alignment
Different trail surfaces and widths are recommended for different reaches of the Schuylkill River
West Trail. The trail alignments depicted on Maps A and B utilize a color-coded system to
differentiate these.

Green dashed line: 12 foot wide
hard-surface trail. It is recommended
that these trail reaches be constructed
to Montgomery County “multi-use”
trail standards. In addition to the 12
foot wide pavement, both sides of the
trial are to include 4 foot wide level
shoulders
where
space
and
topography permit.

Orange dashed line: 6 to 8 foot wide
soft-surface trail. These reaches of
the Trail are designed to provide
accommodation for pedestrians and
bicycles, but not high-speed, narrowtired bicycles. The trail surface is to
consist of compacted, finely crushed
stone. This design is in accordance
with Montgomery County “pathway”
standards.

12'

12 foot wide hard-surface trail

6' to 8'

6 to 8 foot wide soft-surface trail

Blue circles: On-Road alignment. These reaches of the Trail utilize existing streets or roadways
which carry low volumes of motor vehicle traffic, at low speeds. Directional signage would be
placed at appropriate intervals, and possibly bike lanes painted. Installation of textured
pavement may also be appropriate.
Specific trail cross sections, such as those to be constructed on slopes, are depicted on drawings
no. S1, S2 and S3.
If, during the design and review process, intensive equestrian use is anticipated, this will
necessitate special consideration to ensure that soft surfaces such as fine gravel are not damaged
by horse traffic.
Meeting ADA Accessibility Requirements: All recommended alignments have long stretches of
relatively flat vertical geometry, with short sections of steep slopes. Steep areas, if they cannot be
avoided, should be minimized. Any new restroom and other facilities must be ADA compliant.
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Trail Alignment
A proposed trail alignment has been submitted to the Study Committee for their review and
comment. The Study Committee represents citizens and major stakeholders within the trail
corridor. The proposed trail alignment, which has been updated several times over the course of
preparing this study, represents the consensus of the Committee with no major exceptions.
Please see the alignment maps (A and B) in Appendix 4, prepared at a scale of 1”=3000 feet.
The trail alignment begins at Trooper Road in Valley Forge National Historical Park, on the south
side of the Betzwood Bridge (the bridge is now being replaced). Because the replacement
Betzwood Bridge is not yet completed, at present a macadam connection is made with a
temporary boardwalk crossing on the
Route 422 highway bridge. Both the
boardwalk now, and the replacement
bridge in future, provide off-road
connection to the existing Schuylkill
River Trail on the east side of the river.
The new Trooper Road / Betzwood
Bridge includes in its design a 10 foot
wide multi-use trail, separated from
motor traffic.
In addition to the river crossing, two
paved park bike trails diverge from near
this
point,
providing
off-road
connections to Valley Forge National
Historical Park, and to points west and
south.

Temporary Betzwood Bridge connection
to the Schuylkill River Trail

Reach 1
The proposed alignment of the Schuylkill River West Trail would begin by following an existing
paved path beneath the U.S. 422 highway bridge. Constructed in the mid-1970s to connect a
nearby apartment complex to the now-discontinued Port Kennedy commuter rail station, this
path would be upgraded to a 12 foot wide hard-surface trail.
This trail type and width -- 12-foot wide hard-surface trail – begins with Reach 1 and is the
recommended specification for the Schuylkill River West Trail through all of Upper Merion
Township and Bridgeport Borough.
Currently, the existing paved path at Port Kennedy ends at the parking lot of the Westover
“Lafayette at Valley Forge” apartment complex. The proposed alignment of the Schuylkill River
West Trail would continue past this point, along the crest of a ridge overlooking the Schuylkill
River. Preliminary discussion with the owner of the Lafayette apartment complex indicates
enthusiasm for the proposed trail.
The first large property encountered, is an abandoned industrial site. GIS records attribute
ownership to Mancill Mill Road Co., Inc. About a half mile of proposed trail alignment would
traverse this property. Planning officials at Upper Merion Township indicate that a developer has
tentative plans to seek rezoning for a senior housing development on this site, and might be
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amenable to accommodating a multi-use trail as part of the development agreement. The precise
alignment would need to be worked out with the developer, but a preferred route would follow
the top of slope above the railroad, affording trail users broad views of the Schuylkill River and
the valley.
The next property encountered is owned by Upper Merion Township Municipal Authority.
Officials raised no objections to the proposed trail alignment, provided it stays outside the fenced
limits of the sewage treatment plant (which it does).
Reach 2: Alternates A and B
Next, former state lands now owned by Upper Merion Township are reached, but getting to that
open space poses challenges. Two obstacles will need to be dealt with: a deep stream valley
formed by Trout Creek, and the unused tracks of the Norfolk Southern King of Prussia branch.
♦ The King of Prussia branch has not seen rail traffic in many years, but may in future
serve in some capacity as a rapid transit line. The Route 100 light rail extension, an
extension of the Schuylkill Valley Metro, or a branch of future commuter rail service
that may be operated on Norfolk Southern’s main line have all been mentioned as
possible uses for the King of Prussia branch. If a grade crossing can be negotiated, it
should be understood that future re-activation of the branch may necessitate the
installation of protected crossing lights and gates.
♦ The stream valley through which Trout Creek flows is about 20 feet deeper than the
adjacent King of Prussia branch. A trail bridge over the creek and flood plain would
represent a significant expense.
The Upper Merion Township-wide
Pedestrian and Bicycle Network study
of 2005 proposes a solution that
would place the trail within Norfolk
Southern right-of-way for a short
distance, perhaps 500 feet. The trail
would thus utilize NS’s existing earth
fill over Trout Creek, crossing the
King of Prussia branch with an atgrade crossing. The NS right-of-way
includes a gravel access road in this
area, and the proposed trail alignment
would remain outside of that access
road. Norfolk Southern tends not to
Norfolk Southern’s main line utilizes an existing fill to cross
approve trails within NS right-of-way
Trout Creek. Alternate A is at extreme right. Approval from
adjacent to active tracks, and recent
NS to construct Alternate A is unlikely
experience with similar projects
suggests that NS will not allow Alternate A.
NS refusal of Alternate A would necessitate the construction of a new trail bridge over Trout
Creek (Alternate B).
The next quarter-mile of proposed trail alignment follows an existing path through woodlands at
the base of the berm of an impounding basin. By way of explanation, this basin was one of a
series constructed in the 1940s along the length of the Schuylkill, in an effort to cleanse the river.
A century of intensive anthracite mining and processing in the headwaters of the Schuylkill had
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left the riverbed thoroughly coated with a thick layer of coal silt, called culm. During the cleanup, this culm was dredged from the riverbed and the slurry pumped into detention basins such as
this one. There the opaque black water was allowed to sit, with the coal culm settling to the
basin floor. The clear water was then allowed to drain back to the river, and the process
repeated. The result of this effort is a riverbed largely free of coal mining residue. An
unintended result is a series of large-scale earthworks left behind, now mostly tree-covered. (The
proposed alignment of the Schuylkill
River West Trail will encounter two
more abandoned basins farther downstream.)
Upper Merion Township purchased
this basin complex, and others, from
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
using County open space funds.
GIS information places the property
line that divides Norfolk Southern’s
land from Upper Merion Township’s
open space on the basin berm itself.
Therefore, utilizing the existing trail
Looking north along existing trail on Norfolk Southern
along the foot of the berm would
property. Township-owned silt basin berm is at left
require an agreement with Norfolk
Southern (Alternate A). This area is a
good distance from, and considerably higher than, NS’s main line track. Therefore, it is possible
that NS will accommodate the trail here, possibly through as sale of a strip of right-of-way. If not,
an alignment which gradually climbs the face of, or cuts through, the basin berm will be
required (Alternate B).
Reach 3
While the western portion of the
basin complex is not yet developed,
the eastern portion has been
developed as Heuser Park.
Ball
fields, a playground, and parking
spaces for hundreds of cars are
circled by a paved loop trail. Part of
this trail may be utilized as Schuylkill
River West Trail, although its
relatively narrow pavement width
would need to be increased, and two
crossings of the parking lot/access
drive would be required. Alternately,
the Trail alignment might run on a
Upper Merion Township’s Heuser Park
new alignment on the north side of
the parking lot, possibly on the berm. Heuser Park’s parking and restroom facilities may serve as
a trail head for the Schuylkill River West Trail.
Reach 4
Leaving Heuser Park, Upper Merion Township is currently [2009] in the process of designing a
trail to connect that park to Bob Case Park, about a mile east. The Schuylkill River West Trail
would follow this alignment, which is almost entirely on township-owned land (except for a
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short distance on Norfolk Southern’s property). NS has granted a short-term lease so that Upper
Merion Township can avoid constructing a trail bridge over a stream. NS officials explained that
this lease was allowed in part because the land in question had already been relegated to
possible use by the future Schuylkill Valley Metro.
The trail then utilizes a portion of an
80-foot wide right-of-way set aside for
future construction of the Schuylkill
Parkway, relocated PA Route 23.
Completion of this highway project is
a low priority at this time, its
timetable pushed back indefinitely.
The
Glenn
Rose
townhouse
development backs onto this right-ofway, with some houses only twenty
feet from the right-of-way line. Some
residents of the Glenn Rose
development
are
opposed
to
construction of the trail in the right-ofStakes indicate a preliminary alignment for the Township’s
way, while others see it as a welcome
trail connection between Heuser and Bob Case parks
amenity. Placement of the trail on
the northern edge of the right-of-way
and the inclusion of screening are ways to address residents’ privacy concerns. Removal of
abandoned concrete loading docks in the western portion of the right-of-way will allow for the
widest buffer distance between the houses and the trail.
The trail alignment crosses Abrams Mill Road at grade. At the crossing point, this road serves
limited vehicular traffic, only that accessing Norfolk Southern’s Abrams maintenance facility.
Reach 5
Once across Abrams Mill Road, the Trail alignment would follow an existing gravel road through
another former silt basin, then skirt the ball fields of Bob Case Park, to an at-grade crossing of
Abrams Road (S.R. 3029). An Average Daily Traffic count of 7600, combined with Abrams
Road’s existing horizontal and vertical geometry, will require a carefully designed crossing.
Certainly brush will need to be cleared to create an adequate clear sight triangle. A push-button
actuated crossing signal may also be recommended here.
Reach 6
The trail would then utilize a proposed viaduct (see next page) that would carry the trail across
Abrams Road and the approach tracks of Norfolk Southern’s Abrams yard, to the woodlands that
border the Schuylkill River. This viaduct would also, on its south side, connect with Upper
Merion Township’s Abrams Run trail. This viaduct is a component of the Upper Merion
Township-wide Pedestrian and Bicycle Network study, adopted in 2005.
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Both Abrams Road and Norfolk Southern’s tracks
would be crossed by a proposed trail viaduct

Conceptual sketch depicting proposed trail viaduct across both Abrams Road and Norfolk Southern’s tracks
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A seventy-acre detention basin on the north side of the railroad is owned by Norfolk Southern.
In addition to removing (and selling) the residual coal culm from the basin floor, Norfolk
Southern has expressed tentative interest in developing the site. Located above the flood line,
the tract is in fact eligible for development. A viaduct over Norfolk Southern’s tracks designed to
accommodate both motor vehicle traffic and the Trail would facilitate this development.
Reach 7
Coming down from the viaduct, the proposed trail alignment approaches the Schuylkill River
bank on land owned by Upper Merion Township. This parcel cannot be reached except by
crossing property owned by Eastern
Real Estate Company (controlled by
Norfolk Southern). Because this land
is not directly adjacent to active
freight tracks, it is hoped that a
purchase can be negotiated with NS.
Once on the township-owned parcel,
the trail alignment passes near a boat
launch located about a mile and a
half upstream from Upper Merion
Boat Club’s Trinsey boathouse.
The Trail alignment may follow that
of an existing earthen road, or it may
follow a course closer to the river’s
edge, taking care to avoid the felling
of mature trees.

Existing riverside earthen road on PECO lands

After traversing about a quarter mile of township land, the trail alignment would require either an
easement from PECO or the sale of a trail corridor by Eastern Real Estate Company; the existing
earthen road crosses both. After 1700 feet, PECO’s property ends and the entire wooded
lowland along the river is owned by Eastern Real Estate (Norfolk Southern). The existing earthen
road parallels Norfolk Southern’s track but is separated by a distance of about 200 feet; a
riverfront Trail alignment would increase that separation distance. Here again, it would be
desirable to purchase a strip of land along the river for the trail.
The trail would pass near the
impressive stone ruins of the
Knickerbocker Ice Works. About a
football field in length and 30 feet
high at its highest point, this structure
once housed ice blocks harvested
from the river for use during summer
months.
The development of
industrial refrigeration has long since
obviated the need for these ice
houses. Interpretive signage could
describe the context for curious trail
users.
Further south, the trail alignment
follows the existing earthen road

Existing earthen road passes beneath NS railroad bridge
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along the river’s edge, passing by the above-ground pipes and wells of a groundwater treatment
facility.
Next, the existing earthen road follows the route of the long- abandoned tow-path of the
Schuylkill Navigation where it ducks under a Norfolk Southern railroad bridge. Three hundred
feet downstream of the bridge, the trail leaves Eastern Real Estate’s property and crosses onto
land owned by Mereck Ltd.
Here, too, the trail alignment follows an existing earthen road. Passing beneath PennDOT’s
Dannehower Bridge (U.S. 202 South) should not pose a problem, as there is more than adequate
clearance. The Trail would pass to the south of (the inland side of) the Trinsey Boat House,
which is the alignment preferred by Upper Merion Boat Club. After a half-mile traversing
Mereck Ltd’s lands, the trail alignment would pass from Upper Merion Township into Bridgeport
Borough, on to land owned by Bridgeport Borough.
Reach 8
Here the trail would pass the recently-completed fish ladder at Norristown Dam, and pass
beneath SEPTA’s Route 100 trolley viaduct. Once south of the viaduct, the trail crosses parcels
owned by 106 Dekalb Inc. Owner-developer Richard Schildt has revitalized this and
neighboring properties in Bridgeport Borough, and has expressed his enthusiasm for the
Schuylkill River West Trail, welcoming the commercial potential that trail users bring.
The next major road to be crossed is
Dekalb Street (U.S. 202 North). A
short distance from the river’s edge, at
Front Street, an at-grade crossing of
Dekalb Street has been designed for
the Chester Valley Trail Extension. It
is proposed that the Schuylkill River
West Trail utilize this same signalized
crossing, due to be constructed in
2010.
Reach 9
Once across Dekalb Street, the
Schuylkill River West Trail alignment
would follow the Chester Valley Trail
Trail would utilize Chester Valley Trail Extension’s
Extension one block back to the
crossing at Dekalb and Front Streets, Bridgeport
river’s edge. The trail would turn
right, briefly on land currently owned
by Eugene Nelson. Mr. Nelson has expressed willingness to allow the trail to cross his property.
Recently he has offered this property for sale. If agreement can be reached with O’Neill
Properties Group, the Bridgeview development with its riverfront trail can be extended to Dekalb
Street.
Reach 10
The next half-mile of riverfront is the site of the former Continental Business Center, currently
owned by O’Neill Properties Group. O’Neill intends to redevelop this property, named
Bridgeview, as 785 proposed condominiums, townhouses and apartments. A riverfront trail,
open to the public, is integral to O’Neill’s vision for the site. The consulting team has forwarded
multi-use trail design standards to O’Neill, so that the trail width, surface and shoulders can be
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compatible with adjacent reaches of the Schuylkill River West Trail. See the sketch of this
proposed trail reach below.

Conceptual sketch depicting riverfront trail through Bridgeview, in Bridgeport Borough
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Reach 11
The next quarter mile of trail alignment runs on a long spit of land between the river and an
abandoned section of canal in Bridgeport, owned by Bridgeport Park Associates. The owner has
no plans for this parcel, and foresees no problem with the trail running there. The trail here
would approximately follow the alignment of the former canal towpath, abandoned since about
1930.
Reach 12
Leaving Bridgeport Borough and
crossing back into Upper Merion
Township, the trail passes a sewage
pump station and the stone ruins of
Schuylkill Navigation lock 65. This is
another
location
for
which
interpretive
signage
would
be
appropriate.
Near here, the
Navigation crossed to the east bank of
the Schuylkill River, with mules and
horses conveyed across the river on a
ferry. This parcel, 400 feet in length,
is owned by Bearoff Cinder Co. Mr.
Bearoff has indicated tentative
willingness to allow a riverbank trail
easement here.

Abandoned canal at left; Schuylkill River at right

According to GIS records, ownership of the next 400 feet of riverbank is attributed to
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. If this parcel is controlled by Norfolk Southern, as is likely, it is
hoped that the 200 foot separation between tracks and trail will be deemed sufficient to permit
the trail to be constructed here. A purchase of a strip of land for the trail is recommended.
The next 150 feet of riverbank is owned by Bearoff Cinder Company.
At this point the trail would cross beneath the Pennsylvania Turnpike bridge, and the parallel
Norfolk Southern Morrisville Line bridge. Because of the generous space beneath the bridges,
and because the trail alignment crosses at right angles, permission from the Pennsylvania
Turnpike Commission and from
Norfolk Southern to construct the trail
should be attainable, provided
adequate safety measures are assured.
The next quarter mile of riverfront is
again owned by Bearoff Cinder
Company. Mr. Bearoff utilizes this
parcel as an auto salvage facility, and
scrapped automobiles are stored right
up to the edge of the riverbank. He
has indicated that he foresees a future
when his riverfront property could be
redeveloped
as
a
commercial
property, with shops and amenities
lining a beautified riverfront. The
Schuylkill River West Trail fits that

Bearoff Cinder Co. and Allied Waste properties
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vision.
The next 500 feet of riverfront is occupied by the River Road trash transfer station, owned by
Allied Waste Industries. Macadam pavement and a cyclone fence have been built right to the
edge of the riverbank. Whether Allied Waste would be willing to negotiate trail easement along
the riverside has not been able to be determined. A map showing a tentative trail alignment has
been submitted to Allied for their consideration. An alternate alignment could place the trail on
the land side of the transfer station, close to Norfolk Southern’s tracks, but that would involve an
at-grade crossing between trail users and a steady stream of trucks entering and leaving the
transfer station.
Reach 13
Upper Merion Township owns the
next
half-mile
of
riverside.
Swedeland Basin Park is undeveloped
open space, utilized mostly by offroad motorcyclists and ATV riders,
some
of
whom
have
been
maintaining the riverfront trail by
clearing fallen trees that periodically
block the path. At this point in time,
the only access to Swedeland Basin
Park is by using a private grade
crossing over Norfolk Southern’s
freight tracks. The grade crossing is
currently used by traffic accessing
Bearoff’s auto salvage facility, and the
Existing riverside path at Swedeland Basin Park
Allied Waste trash transfer station.
The paved parking lot that abuts the
township Park straddles the property line between Allied Waste and Norfolk Southern and has
been posted with No Trespassing signs.
Near the south end of the township property, the basin ends and the Trail alignment could
continue, following an existing earthen path on the flood plain.
The next three-quarters of a mile of
riverfront is owned by Norfolk
Southern, with their freight tracks
running parallel to the riverbank. For
much of the length, a wide bench
suitable for trail construction exists
between the tracks and the river’s
edge. In fact, there is an intermittent
footpath, even marked by yellow
paint blazes on trees. Unfortunately,
at one or two spots the bench
narrows
down
significantly.
Physically, trail construction is
possible here.
But, Norfolk
Southern’s policy is to prohibit trail
construction within their right-of-way
in close proximity to and parallel to

Conceptual sketch depicting proposed Trail viaduct
across NS tracks. Swedeland Basin Park is on the right
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active freight tracks. After meeting with representatives of Norfolk Southern, it was made clear
that an alternate, inland trail alignment should be pursued in this area.
Reach 14
Leaving the riverside for an inland route will require crossing, and then re-crossing, Norfolk
Southern’s freight tracks. Because it is Norfolk Southern’s policy to prohibit grade crossings (and
in fact to eliminate existing grade crossings wherever possible), trail viaducts are proposed. To
help gain the 23 foot vertical clearance required, the Trail alignment could gradually climb the
earthwork of the abandoned silt basin berm. Then, the viaduct’s length should span not just the
three active sets of railroad tracks, but also additional space that may be required for future
additional tracks.
One hundred and fifty feet after crossing the Norfolk Southern “main line,” a parallel branch line
operated by Upper Merion & Plymouth Railroad will also need to be crossed. A second, shorter
viaduct would span those tracks. Both trail viaducts would have the capacity to accommodate a
single lane of authorized motor vehicle traffic thus enabling trail maintenance, security patrols,
and emergency response along the trail.
Reach 15
After these viaducts, the trail would cross onto the edge of property owned by Philadelphia
Newspapers Inc., and occupied by the printing plant for the Inquirer and the Daily News. The
trail would be built alongside a 600 foot long driveway that leads uphill from parking lots to
Route 23, River Road.
For the next mile, the trail alignment would run adjacent to the east edge of River Road, PA
Route 23. A 12-foot wide paved trail, separated from River Road’s cartway, is envisioned. Three
properties front River Road in this section; those are owned by Philadelphia Newspapers Inc.,
GlaxoSmithKline, and Lonza, Inc.
Reach 16
The first 1700 feet of Trail alignment
would run in front of the Inquirer
plant. The crossing of two driveway
entrances to the Inquirer will require
careful design to minimize conflicts
between trail users and turning motor
vehicles. GIS data indicate that the
state highway right-of-way is wide
enough to accommodate a 12-foot
wide multi-use trail, but this will need
to be verified. If PNI were willing to
negotiate an easement, the trail could
be moved further back from the road.
On the south side of the second
Trail would utilize wide right-of-way
entrance driveway, however, a rightof
River
Road / PA Route 23 at Inquirer printing plant
turn lane occupies almost the entire
right-of-way.
Procuring a trail
easement would be more critical in that area.
That section of right-of-way occupied by River Road’s right-turn-lane continues for 200 feet along
frontage is owned by GlaxoSmithKline.
(That ownership information is derived from
Montgomery County GIS data.) As with the Inquirer property, it is hoped that a narrow (10 to 15
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foot wide) frontage easement to permit construction of the trail can be negotiated. Two more
trail crossings of driveway entrances will, again, require careful design. The second of those
entrances lines up with Swedeland Road, PA Route 320. This is a signalized intersection with
painted crosswalks. It is recommended that push-button actuated pedestrian signals be added to
this intersection.
Alternates C and D
Alternate C continues the trail between River Road and the west bank of the Schuylkill River.
Because of a narrow pinch point between Norfolk Southern railroad and the PECO fire academy
in West Conshohocken, Alignment C may prove to be infeasible. If that is in fact the case,
Alternate D would provide a continuous trail by following the east side of River Road and then
an inland route to West Conshohocken.
Both Alternates C and D converge on Barr Harbor Drive in West Conshohocken.
Reach 17C
Once across the signalized intersection of River Road and Swedeland Road, the Trail alignment
continues on the east edge of River Road, along frontage owned by Lonza, Inc. GIS data
indicates perhaps 12 to 15 feet of right-of-way between the curb line of River Road and the rightof-way line. This space is barely adequate for a multi-use trail, especially considering the high
traffic volumes and speeds on River Road. Therefore, it is hoped that a trail easement along the
frontage can be negotiated with
Lonza, allowing a more generous
setback between road and trail.
Because the ground slopes down
steeply from River Road, the multiuse trail would need to be
constructed on fill. Gabions may
serve as a retaining wall (refer to
Section S-1), depending on the results
of a more thorough engineering
analysis. The trail alignment crosses
Lonza’s entrance drive near its
intersection with River Road. This
crossing will require careful design in
order to minimize the hazard posed
by motor vehicles turning from River Both Alternate Trail Alignments would cross this railroad here:
Alternate C on the left side; Alternate D on the right.
Road into the driveway.
At the southern end of the Lonza frontage, the trail would cross a low-volume freight siding at
grade. Existing lights and crossing gates warn of approaching trains. The trail alignment is
adjacent to River Road (PA Route 23) at this point. Therefore this may be considered an
alteration of an existing grade crossing, rather than the establishment of a new one.
Reach 18C
The trail then turns away from River Road, towards the river and the township-owned lands of
Kunda Park. A bridge crossing Norfolk Southern railroad will be required. Here again, a viaduct
capable of accommodating a single lane of authorized motor vehicle traffic is recommended, and
the viaduct should clear both existing railroad tracks and space that may be required for
additional tracks in the future.
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Reach 19C
At this point, the Trail alignment crosses from Upper Merion Township, into West
Conshohocken Borough. Kunda Park straddles both sides of the municipal boundary, so that
Upper Merion Township owns the portion of Kunda Park that lies within West Conshohocken
Borough.
The trail alignment here would
upgrade an existing riverside earthen
road, paralleling a gas pipeline
owned by Transcontinental Gas Pipe
Line Corporation. After 800 feet, the
trail crosses from Kunda Park into
PennDOT right-of-way.
Here the
twin bridges of Interstate 476 “the
Blue Route” cross overhead. It is
thought that running the trail beneath
these bridges should not pose a
problem for PennDOT, as there is
more
than
adequate
vertical
clearance.
Existing earthen road in Kunda Park.

Interstate 476 / Blue Route bridges beyond
Reach 20C
After crossing beneath the Blue Route
bridges, the trail alignment reaches land owned by Philadelphia Electric Company. This parcel
is occupied by PECO’s fire academy, and the PECO Gas Methods & Training building. Here,
the trail alignment is constrained by Norfolk Southern railroad to the west and the river to the
east. How to route the trail through PECO’s property was the topic of two meetings with PECO
representatives during the preparation of this study.

The PECO facility is surrounded by a six foot high cyclone fence topped with barbed wire, but
that fence does not extend to the river’s edge. In fact a foot path exists on the strip of land
between the PECO facility and riverbank. Construction of a multi-use trial at the riverbank is
feasible here, though its width may need to be narrowed for a short distance due to space
constraints. Representatives of PECO
recommend that the trail not be
routed here, due to concerns
regarding the close proximity of
sensitive natural gas equipment.
PECO suggests an inland alignment,
along the west side of PECO’s facility.
Reach 21C
The inland side of the PECO facility is
a macadam lot, bounded on the west
side by Norfolk Southern’s freight
railroad.
GIS data indicates that
PECO’s Gas Methods and Training
building is constructed tight against
Norfolk Southern right-of-way beneath PECO pipe bridge
the property line. Therefore, a trail
alignment through the macadam parking lot would need to traverse Norfolk Southern’s property,
if only for a short distance – about 200 feet. It is hoped that an arrangement (similar to Norfolk
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Southern’s existing trail agreement with Upper Merion) Township can be reached, or a strip of
land be acquired from Norfolk Southern.
Once past the fenced area that encloses the natural gas and fire academy facilities, the trail
would continue another five hundred feet on riverside PECO property. Plymouth Dam,
constructed in 1858, spans the river here, although this dam is slated for removal by the State.
While the timber crib portion of the dam is to be demolished, the massive, historic cut-stone
headwalls on the riverbank will likely be preserved. The trail would pass within view of the
stonework, and it’s recommended that interpretive signage relating the history of the dam and of
the Schuylkill Navigation be installed here.
Reach 22C
At the southern end of the PECO
property, the mouth of Gulph Creek
is reached. It is recommended that
Gulph Creek be spanned with a new
trail bridge. At present, pedestrians
who wish to access the riverbank and
Plymouth Dam trespass across
Norfolk Southern’s railroad bridge, as
evidenced by a de facto footpath of
compacted ballast. A new trail bridge
would offer a safer alternative.
Reach 27C
The south end of the Gulph Creek
Riverside path on grounds of Five Tower Bridge
trail bridge would land on the Tower
Bridge development, owned by Oliver Tyrone Pulver Corporation.
The next half-mile of
riverfront is owned by Pulver, who has built a series of office buildings in park-like setting, and
constructed a six-foot wide macadam path along the river.
OTP Corporation does not prohibit public access to the riverfront path. OTP management has,
however, stressed that public use of
the path can be at odds with their
very high standards regarding litter
and maintenance. If OTP does not
wish the riverfront path to be
designated as a link in the Schuylkill
River West Trail, then the parallel
Barr Harbor Drive may serve as an
alternative. Bicycles may share the
roadway,
with
pedestrians
accommodated on existing concrete
sidewalks.
Both Pulver’s riverside path and Barr
Harbor Drive pass beneath the busy
Fayette Street bridge, offering a
favorable alternative to crossing its
five lanes of traffic at grade.

River Road at GlaxoSmithKline
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As of Fall 2008 Oliver Tyrone Pulver Corporation has reportedly sold Five Tower Bridge, and
the new owners should be consulted.
Reach 17D
This trail alignment follows River Road / PA Route 23 along its west edge. County GIS records
indicate a wide highway right-of-way along the 1600 feet of GlaxoSmithKline’s frontage, so a
trail easement may not need to be acquired in this area. Existing drainage swales will need to be
reconfigured to fit the 12-foot wide multi-use trail into this area. The next approximately 800 feet
of frontage is owned by Coopers Creek Chemical. Here, some earthwork will be required to
grade a flat bench suitable for trail construction, and a trail or construction easement may need to
be negotiated.
A low-volume freight siding crosses River Road at grade in this area, and the trail would modify
this existing crossing by widening it. Existing lights and crossing gates warn of approaching
trains.
Reach 18D
Crossing into West Conshohocken,
Alternate D continues along the west
side of River Road / PA Route 23.
The adjacent land is again owned by
GlaxoSmithKline.
As with the
previous reach, some grading will be
required to create a bench suitable for
trail construction, and a chain link
fence will need to be moved back
from River Road. County GIS data
indicates a narrower highway right-ofway in this area, so a trail easement
will need to be negotiated.

River Road north of Blue Route viaduct

Before River Road passes beneath the twin Blue Route viaducts, the trail begins to curve to the
right, moving away from the road, and away from its intersection with GlaxoSmithKline’s
driveway. It may be advantageous to move an existing gate that controls access to the driveway
to a position farther from River Road. The existing chain link fence in this area should be
adjusted as well.
Reach 19D
Here the trail alignment follows a PECO right-of-way along the edge of Route I-476, the “Blue
Route.” At the top of the hill, the PECO right-of-way skirts the edge of the Portland Road
industrial park. After a half mile, the trail curves to the left, leaving the PECO right-of-way.
Reach 20D
A 300-foot long easement will need to be negotiated, in order to bring the Trail from the PECO
right-of-way to the public right-of-way of Portland Road. One possible alignment has been
drawn on Detailed Alignment Map no. 42, but other alignments are possible, depending upon
the amenability of individual property owners.
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Reach 21D
Portland Road is a cul-de-sac serving
a light industrial park. Traffic is
limited
to
mostly
weekdays
(especially during morning and
afternoon peak hours). Depending
on where the previous reach of Trail
is located, at least 500 feet of
Portland Road will be utilized as Trail
alignment. Reach 21D provides safer
pedestrian passage by proposing a 6
foot wide concrete sidewalk. Due to
topography in this area, the sidewalk
begins on the right side and then
switches over to the left. A painted
crosswalk and signage are envisioned
at the point where the sidewalk
crosses over. Reach 21D brings trail
users to Balligomingo Road.

Portland Road looking towards Balligomingo Road

Reach 22D
Running parallel to the Reach 21D sidewalk, this reach has bicyclists sharing the road. Signage
and pavement markings are proposed. Like Reach 21D, this reach brings trail users to
Balligomingo Road.
Reach 23D
Trail users would cross Balligomingo Road with the benefit of a crosswalk and push-button
actuated traffic signal.
Once across, a new multi-use trail
begins to climb the hillside as it
travels north. This 3500 foot long
section of trail would cling to the
hillside, offering trail users broad
views of the valley. Care should be
taken to avoid steep grades, and to
avoid the felling of native-species
trees. Portions of the properties to be
traversed have pre-existing trail
easements; in other cases easements
will need to be negotiated.
Intersection of Portland Road and Balligomingo Road
Alternates
At this point, the Trail might utilize Reach 26E (described below, after Reach 28). This viaduct
over River Road and Norfolk Southern Railroad would bring the trail back to the riverside, on
ground owned by Five Tower Bridge, and follow Reach 27C. If an easement cannot be agreed
upon with the owners of Five Tower Bridge, then the Trail could continue on Alternate D, as
described below.

Reach 24D
This short stretch of First Avenue, a paper street, would bring the Trail from the wooded hillside
into the traditional residential part of West Conshohocken Borough.
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Reach 25D
This 1700 foot long reach includes one block of Bullock Avenue, and Barr Harbor Drive from
Front Street to the Fayette Street bridge. Bicyclists would share the road with motor vehicle
traffic, while pedestrians are accommodated on existing concrete sidewalks. Crossing Front
Street will be facilitated by the installation of traffic signals (new signals are already proposed for
this location). Motor vehicle traffic on Barr Harbor Drive tends to be light. Workers commuting
to the firms located in the Tower Bridge complex do add traffic during weekday morning and
afternoon peak hours.
Alternate D and Alternate C
converge on Barr Harbor Drive at
the point where the street passes
beneath the Fayette Street bridge.
Reach 28
South of the Fayette Street bridge,
the existing paved path runs on the
riverbank past the Four Tower
Bridge and ASTM (American
Society of Testing and Materials)
office buildings. The existing path
terminates at Arrowmink Creek.
Just beyond Arrowmink Creek,
Barr Harbor Drive
Norfolk Southern’s railroad curves
left until it runs along the top of the
riverbank, leaving no space for a trail. Because of the “cul-de-sac” nature of the trail in this area,
once under the Fayette Street bridge it is recommended that Barr Harbor Drive serve as the Trail,
rather than the riverfront path. The cartway width of Barr Harbor Drive is approximately 36 feet,
and there is a concrete sidewalk on the river side of the street to accommodate pedestrians.
South from Barr Harbor Drive, it
is
recommended
that
the
Schuylkill River West Trail follow
the alignment of Bliss Street. Bliss
Street’s thirty foot wide cartway
and concrete sidewalk serve as a
back entrance to the parking
garage beneath the 300 Four Falls
office building. Motor vehicle
traffic volume is low, albeit
somewhat higher during weekday
morning and evening rush hours.
This brings the trail alignment to
the boundary with Lower Merion
Township, and beyond that an
alignment on an unused section
of River Road.

Study committee walks along Bliss Street in West Conshohocken
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*Reach 26E
The selection of Alternate C or D is contingent upon two factors: Norfolk Southern’s selling,
granting an easement or lease of a small parcel near PECO’s Fire Academy, and the owners of
Five Tower Bridge granting public access to their privately-owned riverfront. If both parties agree
to allow the Trail on their respective properties, Alternate C is the preferred route.
If neither owner agrees to allow the Trail, then Alternate D provides a continuous trail, albeit to
the west of River Road, a long distance away from the Schuylkill River. This option is both far
from the riverfront and more expensive to construct.
A third possibility is that Norfolk Southern refuses to allow the Trail near the PECO Fire
Academy, but the owners of Five Tower Bridge do allow the Trail along their riverfront. Reach
26E allows for this situation. A long trail viaduct and spiral ramp would connect Reach 23D (the
Balligomingo hillside rail) with Reach 27C (the riverside at Five Tower Bridge). Please refer to
Drawings 14 and 15 to see the relationships between these options. It should be noted that the
Reach 26E viaduct and ramp would be expensive to build.
Reach 29
As Bliss Street crosses from West Conshohocken Borough into Lower Merion Township, the
name changes to River Road. At a point just within Lower Merion, motor vehicle traffic is
blocked. Before the Schuylkill Expressway was constructed in the 1950s, River Road connected
the communities on the west bank
of the Schuylkill River. Nearly a
half mile of abandoned River Road
still exists, bounded by a cut-stone
parapet and retaining wall, above
Norfolk Southern railroad and
below the Schuylkill Expressway.
Much of this retaining wall, though
not maintained in some time,
appears to be in good condition. (A
thorough
structural
evaluation
would be part of any further design
analysis.) This study includes a
preliminary opinion of probable
cost for re-pointing the wall’s
mortar joints.
Stone parapet along abandoned River Road

This
study
recommends
the
construction of an 8-foot wide soft-surface trail on this section of abandoned River Road. The
soft surface is envisioned as a matrix of small stones bound together with stone dust (limestone or
equivalent).
Because this reach of trail runs parallel to and down-slope from the Schuylkill Expressway, a
fence along the edge of the highway shoulder is recommended. This four foot high fence would
be attached to the top of the existing three foot high concrete barrier, giving an effective height of
seven feet. This fence is also recommended for portions of Reaches 30, 32, 37, 38, 39 and 40.
A preliminary trail alignment has been sketched. Final trail alignment will depend upon the
determination of precise property line locations, high-resolution topographic survey, locations of
significant trees, and other factors. In Reach 29, this preliminary trail alignment comes no closer
than 40 feet from the edge of the nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill Expressway, and no closer
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than 30 feet from Norfolk Southern’s railroad. At the point where the trail is 40 feet from the
expressway, it is approximately 23 feet below the expressway barrier. At the point where the
trail is 30 feet from Norfolk Southern’s railroad, it is approximately 30 feet above the railroad.
Because the alignment follows the existing roadbed of abandoned River Road, much of Reach 29
has an effective cross-slope of 0% (level).
In some areas, talus (fill) from the Schuylkill
Expressway slope has spilled onto the abandoned roadbed. The placement of precast concrete
barriers acting as a short retaining wall should gain adequate width for the trail. In that area, the
(partial) cross slope is approximately 55%.
Transition in Trail Types
From Valley Forge National Historical Park until this point, the Schuylkill River West Trail is
recommended to be a 12 foot wide hard surface trail, the generous width offering ample space
for both walking and bicycling. The reduction in width and the change in trail surface as the trail
crosses into Lower Merion Township are design changes made in response to public input and
the steep topography, and are in accordance with recommendations made by the Lower Merion
Township sub-committee. Both the 12 foot wide hard surface and the 8 foot wide soft surface
trails are multi-use; that is, they may be utilized by both pedestrians and bicycles. The narrower
soft surface trail, however, is not suitable for narrow-tired (high-speed) bicycles or roller bladers.
Trail Reaches 29 through 34, though parallel to and within sight of the Schuylkill River, do not in
themselves provide direct riverfront access. The active Norfolk Southern Harrisburg Line freight
tracks are located between the river and trail the length of these reaches, and prevent physical
access. These trail reaches do, however, offer visual access to (i.e., broad views of) the river and
the wooded hillsides across the river. This situation is similar to the Schuylkill River Trail on the
east bank, which in many areas is high above the SEPTA R6 Regional Rail tracks.
As part of the analysis process, this study has deemed trail alignments and alternates as feasible
or infeasible, and has labeled each section accordingly (see Maps A and B). Two trail reaches in
Lower Merion Township, 30 and 32, fit into a middle category: not readily feasible. These
reaches include proposed trail alignments on the hillside above Norfolk Southern Railroad and
below the Schuylkill Expressway. Ownership of the slope in this area is divided between
Norfolk Southern and PennDOT; in some areas GIS information indicates remnant parcels but
does not attribute ownership.
PennDOT representatives have been made aware of this study’s preliminary recommendations
and have personally visited the proposed alignment. PennDOT policy does not permit trail
construction in limited access rights-of-way, but PennDOT has made exceptions to this rule. In
those cases, PennDOT itself has designed the trail (e.g. next to the 422 expressway in Upper
Merion). Because the Schuylkill River West Trail is not a PennDOT project, permission to build
the Schuylkill River West Trail within PennDOT limited access right-of-way would set a new
precedent. PennDOT cannot grant nor withhold permission to construct this trail until detailed
drawings are presented. With that understood, during the April 2007 field view, representatives
from PennDOT expressed a willingness to work with Lower Merion in securing necessary
easements and assist in funding where possible.
The other major property owner in this area is Norfolk Southern. It is NS corporate policy to
prohibit the construction of trails on NS property. Exceptions to this rule have been made: e.g.
NS recently granted a lease to Upper Merion Township to construct the first portion of Schuylkill
River West Trail near Abrams, PA. In that case, the railroad property that was made available for
trail use is not adjacent to active freight tracks. Norfolk Southern reserves the right to revoke the
Upper Merion lease in the event that nearby tracks are reactivated.
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The GIS-based property data made available to this study is insufficiently precise to determine
property ownership along Reaches 30 and 32. Until this is resolved by further study, Reaches 30
and 32 are deemed not readily feasible. For the Trail to be constructed in these reaches will
require (1) a full survey to establish the exact location of property lines and ownership, and (2)
the cooperation or Norfolk Southern and/or PennDOT in either selling a strip of land for the trail,
or allowing a trail easement. Such an easement would more likely be obtained on the PennDOT
right-of-way. Negotiations will require the development of detailed construction documents in a
future phase of work.
Reach 30
At a point approximately mid-way between West Conshohocken and the curve at Riverbend, the
abandoned road and retaining wall taper down, until they disappear beneath the expressway.
From here, an earthen footpath continues south. This study recommends upgrading this section
of trail to an 8-foot wide crushed stone surface. To create a suitable sub-grade for the trail, it is
suggested that fill be brought in, supported on the downhill side by a new retaining wall (a
gabion gravity wall is one possible solution). Please refer to drawing S-2.
Pennsylvania Department of Highways (predecessor to PennDOT) drawings of the Schuylkill
Expressway indicate a 120-foot wide right-of-way, centered on the expressway’s center line. If
this is confirmed by further research, and there is no other land available, the trail could be built
at the outside edge of the expressway right-of-way if PennDOT’s permission is forthcoming. This
is the trail section that is depicted on Drawing S-2.
If further research determines that more of the hillside is available for trail construction, e.g.
because remnant parcels are identified and easements can be negotiated, the trail could be
situated somewhat farther down the hillside. This is the trail section labeled “alternate” on
Drawing S-2.
Constructibility
Because of the steep hillside upon which Reaches 30 and 32 would be constructed, special
consideration will need to be given regarding construction techniques. Use of compact
motorized equipment, such as Bobcat loaders, would minimize disturbance to the hillside but
would be more labor intensive. This cost factor has been figured into the preliminary opinion of
probable cost tables.
Ownership of the land between the expressway and the railroad in this area is divided between
Norfolk Southern, PennDOT, and Lower Merion Township. The first half-mile of Reach 30 may
be placed on Township-owned right-of-way once occupied by River Road. Farther south,
property maps indicate a large parcel of land between the expressway and railroad which
appears to be a remnant of a property severed by the construction of the Schuylkill Expressway
(the inland portion of that parcel is now owned by Riverbend Environmental Education Center).
County GIS information does not identify the owner of this property. If this remnant parcel is
owned by Riverbend Environmental Education Center or by PennDOT, and the Center’s (or
PennDOT’s) permission is granted, this would offer greater flexibility in setting the final trail
alignment (the trail may dip farther down the hillside in this area).
Because the Schuylkill Expressway was constructed with a minimum 120’ wide right-of-way,
throughout Reach 30 it is physically possible to place the trail within the PennDOT right-of-way.
This would result in a trail whose edge would be a minimum of 22 feet from the nearest travel
lane of the expressway. As with every trail reach that parallels the expressway, a four foot high
chain-link fence atop the existing three foot high barrier is recommended. As stated previously,
PennDOT officials have been made aware of this study and have personally visited the area in
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question. They cannot grant nor withhold permission to construct this trail within PennDOT
property until detailed construction plans are developed. Relevant to this study is the fact that
the Pennsylvania Greenway Action Plan requires that state departments work with municipal and
county entities in the creation of a statewide network of Greenways.
Culvert to Riverbend
One and one half miles south of the boundary between West Conshohocken and Lower Merion
Township, the proposed trail alignment would pass near an existing 8-foot high concrete box
culvert that carries Saw Mill Run beneath the Schuylkill Expressway. On most days, an inch of
water covers about half of the concrete surface of the culvert. The remainder of the surface is
dry, and hikers have utilized this culvert as a tunnel on occasion. The upstream side of the
culvert opens into grounds of the Riverbend Environmental Education Center, where a stone
staircase leads hikers to an existing network of foot trails.
It should be re-stated here, that it is not proposed that the Schuylkill River West Trail run through
this culvert. It is only suggested that this culvert has been suggested as a useful side connection.
It should be pointed out that the downstream headwall of the Saw Mill Run culvert is located
about twenty-five feet from the centerline of Norfolk Southern’s southbound track. If the culvert
opening is within railroad right-of-way, Norfolk Southern is not likely to approve public access. If
access were approved, protective fencing beside and above this spur trail would be required to
protect uses from trains and debris.
In Reach 30, the preliminary trail alignment comes no closer than 22 feet from the edge of the
nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill Expressway, and no closer than 56 feet from Norfolk
Southern’s railroad. At the point where the trail is 22 feet from the expressway, it averages 8 feet
below the expressway barrier. At the point where the trail is 56 feet from Norfolk Southern’s
railroad, it is approximately 35 feet above the railroad. The maximum cross-slope that the trail
encounters in Reach 29 is 55%. It should be noted that these dimensions are based upon a
preliminary alignment. Final trail alignment may vary, depending on variables such as precise
property line locations, precise topography, locations of significant trees, and other factors.
Reach 31
Five hundred feet south of the Saw Mill Run culvert, the proposed trail alignment enters the leaf
compost facility owned by Lower Merion Township. Formerly a freight railroad yard, this is a
flat, open expanse of land. It is proposed that the 8-foot wide crushed stone surface trail be
constructed through this property.
Two possible alignments may be
considered.
One would run
parallel to the fence that separates
the eastern edge of the Township
property from Norfolk Southern’s
right-of-way. The other alignment
would follow the west edge of the
Township property, closer to the
Schuylkill Expressway. The latter
alignment offers the advantage of
being shaded from the sun during
afternoon
hours.
The
determination of the trail’s
alignment must be evaluated in
consultation with the township
staff responsible for the leaf
Lower Merion Township Leaf Compost Facility
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composting operation. Because heavy equipment is utilized, a fence separating the trail from the
leaf compost operation would be recommended.
A tentative trail alignment on the west edge of the leaf compost facility has been sketched. That
alignment comes no closer than 33 feet from the edge of the nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill
Expressway, and no closer than 20 feet from Norfolk Southern’s railroad. At the point where the
trail is 33 feet from the expressway, it is approximately 18 feet below the expressway barrier. At
the point where the trail is 56 feet from Norfolk Southern’s railroad, it is approximately 5 feet
above the railroad (this is along the existing access drive from the leaf compost facility to
Waverly Road). The maximum cross-slope that the trail encounters in Reach 29 is 55% (briefly,
at the north end of the property). Most of this reach has little or no cross slope, because it
traverses level ground. Once again it should be noted that these dimensions are based upon a
preliminary alignment (final trail alignment may vary, depending on variables such as precise
property line locations, high-resolution topography, locations of significant trees, and other
factors).
After eight-tenths of a mile, the proposed trail alignment would intersect with Waverly Road.
Trail Head 1
A new trail head is envisioned at the southern end of the Township leaf compost facility. Motor
vehicle access would be along the existing driveway from Waverly Road. This study
recommends the widening of the existing driveway to more safely accommodate trail users and
motor vehicle traffic. Approximately forty-three parking spaces would be provided.
Reach 32
It is recommended that a six foot wide soft-surface trail be constructed between Waverly Road
and Mill Creek Road, above Norfolk Southern’s railroad and below the Schuylkill Expressway.
Please see the sketch on the next page. The distance is just over a mile. As with Reach 30
described previously, it is proposed that fill be brought in to create a level sub-grade for the trail,
supported by a new retaining wall on the downhill side (please refer to drawing S-3).
As with Reach 30 described previously, Pennsylvania Department of Highways (predecessor to
PennDOT) drawings of the Schuylkill Expressway indicate a 120-foot wide right-of-way, centered
on the expressway’s center line. If this is confirmed by further research, and there is no other
land available, the trail could be built at the outside edge of the expressway right-of-way if
PennDOT’s permission is forthcoming. This is the trail section that is depicted on Drawing S-3.
Similar to the situation at Reach 30, if further research determines that more of the hillside is
available for trail construction, e.g. because remnant parcels are identified and easements can be
negotiated, the trail could be situated somewhat farther down the hillside. This is the trail
section labeled “alternate” on Drawing S-3.
Special consideration should be given to disturbing as few trees as possible. Appropriate native
species should be planted to replace any trees removed. It is recommended that landscaping be
placed to buffer the appearance of the trail retaining wall. Utilization of compact construction
equipment, such as Bobcat loaders, would reduce the area of disturbance on the hillside during
construction. The labor-intensive nature of smaller-scale construction techniques is factored into
the preliminary opinion of probable cost table.
As with Reach 30, it is recommended that a fence be constructed atop the existing concrete
barrier along the edge of the Schuylkill Expressway. Because of the high ground it traverses, this
trail alignment would reward walkers with spectacular views of the river and of the wooded
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Conceptual sketch depicting hillside trail between Schuylkill Expressway and Norfolk Southern Railroad

lands across the valley. At its south end, this alignment would descend from the hillside to the
north bank of Mill Creek.
The tentative alignment sketched for Reach 32 comes no closer than 22 feet from the edge of the
nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill Expressway, and no closer than 65 feet from Norfolk
Southern’s railroad. At the point where the trail is 22 feet from the expressway, it averages 8 feet
below the expressway barrier. At the point where the trail is 65 feet from Norfolk Southern’s
railroad, it is approximately 40 feet above the railroad. The maximum cross-slope that the trail
encounters in Reach 32 is 70%. To reiterate, these dimensions are based upon a preliminary
alignment. Final trail alignment may likely vary, depending on variables such as precise property
line locations, high-resolution topography, locations of significant trees, and other factors.
The trail returns to the water’s edge at Flat Rock Park, but Norfolk Southern’s active freight
railroad must be crossed over or under in order to do so. Two alternates present themselves,
both utilizing the clearance provided by a five-arch stone railroad bridge at Mill Creek. The
center three arches span Mill Creek. The southern arch spans Mill Creek Road. The northern
arch at one time spanned a driveway to the former Gladwyne train station. That northern arch is
now vacant, and possesses adequate clearance to accommodate the trail. However, Norfolk
Southern has indicated that permission for the trail to utilize this space is not likely to be granted.
This study therefore recommends the second alignment, utilizing existing Mill Creek Road
through the southern arch of the bridge (see Reach 34 below). In order to reach Mill Creek
Road, the trail would descend the slope beneath the Schuylkill Expressway’s high viaduct that
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spans Mill Creek. Due to the change in elevation, a switchback layout may result in a flatter
trail. A new trail bridge would then span Mill Creek.
Reach 33
Reach 33 is the proposed trail bridge that would span Mill Creek, in the shadow of the Schuylkill
Expressway viaduct. Once across this bridge, southbound users of the Schuylkill River West Trail
would turn left to continue along the trial. Other hikers may opt to turn right, to gain access to
an existing public footpath that traverses the wooded hillsides through Mill Creek Valley Park.
The tentative location for this trail
bridge is approximately 65 feet
from the nearest travel lane of the
Schuylkill Expressway. The trail
bridge
deck
would
be
approximately 70 feet below the
expressway parapet, which passes
over Mill Creek on a high viaduct.
Because the bridge would cross
Mill Creek at right angles, the cross
slope is close to level.
Reach 34
The first 350 feet of Reach 34
follows Mill Creek downstream
Mill Creek Road looking towards Flat Rock Park.
from the trail bridge, along the top
Proposed side path would run behind the guide rail at left
of the creek-bank. For a short
distance, trail users would “share the road” where Mill Creek Road passes beneath the southern
arch of the Norfolk Southern railroad bridge. River Road would be crossed at the intersection
with Mill Creek Road, returning to the riverside at Flat Rock Park.
This reach of trail passes beneath both the Schuylkill Expressway, and the Norfolk Southern
railroad. The tentative alignment is approximately 70 feet below the expressway parapet, and 15
feet below the railroad. The cross slope varies from level to approximately 30%.
Reach 35
Flat Rock Park occupies a mile of
riverfront, from north of Mill Creek
Road, to south of Flat Rock Dam.
Two existing parking lots, a
restroom building, and a boat
launch occupy the flood plain
between the riverbank and River
Road. Mostly lawn with widely
separated mature trees, adequate
space exists to thread a multi-use
trail through this park. A new
bridge would be required to span
the small stream that drains into the
Schuylkill River near Hollow Road
(see Reach 36 below).

Norfolk Southern freight train adjacent to Schuylkill River Trail
in Plymouth Township, Montgomery County
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South of Hollow Road, the trail alignment follows abandoned River Road, past Flat Rock Dam
and its recently completed fish ladder. This section of abandoned River Road parallels Norfolk
Southern’s railroad. Although the proposed trail alignment stays outside of the railroad right-ofway, this study recommends that safety fencing be installed between trail and railroad. There is
precedent for this: nearby examples include the Schuylkill River Trail in Plymouth Township,
where the multi-use trail parallels Norfolk Southern railroad, and Schuylkill River Park in
Philadelphia where the Schuylkill River Trail parallels CSX railroad.
The southernmost 1500 feet of Reach 35 follows abandoned River Road, parallel to the Norfolk
Southern railroad. For part of this distance, the trail alignment may be moved away from the
railroad, closer to the river bank. The closest the edge of the trail would come to the railroad is
approximately 25 feet. In this area, the trail elevation would vary from 5 feet lower than, to
about level with, the railroad (thus the aforementioned fence). Cross-slope is about level.
Reach 36
It is proposed that a new trail bridge span the small stream that drains into the Schuylkill River in
Flat Rock Park near the intersection of River Road and Hollow Road.
Trail Head 2
Another trail head is envisioned near the Flat Rock dam and fishway. (At the present time, large
stone boulders are stockpiled here, but are in the process of being removed.) Automobile access
would be from the intersection of Hollow Road and River Road. Fifty parking spaces would be
provided.

Reach 37
In the 1950s, significant blasting and filling was required to fit the Schuylkill Expressway into the
terrain near Flat Rock Tunnel. As part of the expressway construction, the historic Flat Rock
Hotel was demolished. Until 1850, a bridge at this location had spanned the Schuylkill River,
connecting River Road to Domino Lane and Roxborough.
The abandoned section of River Road continues south past the portal of Flat Rock Tunnel,
curving around a massive stone outcrop known as Mount Ararat. This seven hundred feet is one
of the most picturesque sections of the proposed trail, passing as it does through woodlands
overlooking the rapids of the
Schuylkill River.
Eventually the
abandoned
road
disappears
beneath the Expressway.
South
from this point, the work of Harry
Olson comes into play.
Reach 38
Local resident Harry Olson has for
many years been constructing a trail
along the west side of the Schuylkill
River. One section that he has
improved is the stretch between
Flat Rock and the Green Lane
(Belmont Avenue) bridge. In Reach
38, the trail is down close to the
swift-moving water of the Schuylkill

Harry Olson Trail just south of Flat Rock.
Schuylkill Expressway is beyond retaining wall at right
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River, bounded on the other side by a concrete retaining wall that supports the earth fill that
carries the Schuylkill Expressway. The proposed trail alignment here is against the base of this
wall. This study investigates three options for Reaches 38, 39 and 40, and presents preliminary
opinions of probable cost for each:
a) Minimal improvement, including brush clearing and the construction of culverts or short
bridges across deep gullies that trail users now need to scramble over.
b) Upgrading the trail to an eight foot wide crushed-stone surface, utilizing the eight foot wide
grading created by Harry Olson in building this trail.
c) Upgrading the trail to twelve foot wide paved surface. Construction of this option may result
in the felling of existing trees, though every effort would be made to minimize this. Where
clearing of trees cannot be avoided, appropriate native species should be planted in their stead.
Regarding option b: In locations where the proposed trail alignment falls within the Schuylkill
River’s floodway, a hard-paved surface is recommended because such a surface is more resistant
to erosion than crushed stone. However, at the Flat Rock Park trail heads the trail surface would
be crushed stone so that those trail users expecting a hard-paved surface do not begin to travel
along the trail only to find a “dead end” when the pavement type switches over to crushed stone.
Of these three options, the eight foot wide crushed-stone surface seems the most appropriate.
Because the elevation of Reach 38’s proposed alignment is on low ground close to the river’s
edge, and flood waters would scour away a crushed stone trail, this reach is one where asphalt
pavement is recommended. The 8 foot trail width would be maintained.
Due to the proximity of the Schuylkill Expressway, it is recommended that a fence be erected on
top of the existing concrete barrier at the edge of the highway. This fence would also be
constructed along portions of Reaches 39 and 40 (those portions where the Expressway is near to
and higher than the proposed trail).
The edge of the proposed trail in Reach 38 would be no closer than approximately 35 feet from
the edge of the nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill Expressway. The surface of the proposed trail
would be approximately 40 to 30 feet below the expressway. Cross slope in this area is
negligible.
Reach 39
After a thousand feet along the
water’s
edge,
the
Schuylkill
Expressway curves away from the
river, allowing the trail to move up
onto a flat shelf of higher ground.
For the next three quarters of a
mile, the trail continues on this
shelf. Glanraffan Creek cuts a deep
ditch through this shelf as it drains
into the Schuylkill, and will need to
be crossed with either a culvert or a
bridge.
Farther downstream,
houses once lined River Road
overlooking the river.
The
neighborhood, called Rainers Row,

Harry Olson Trail between Green Lane and Flat Rock
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was leveled when the Expressway was construction in the 1950s. Interpretive signage here
could include photographs of this vanished neighborhood and explain its demise.
In Reach 39, the preliminary trail alignment comes no closer than 30 feet from the edge of the
nearest travel lane of the Schuylkill
Expressway. At the point where the
trail is 30 feet from the expressway,
it is approximately 18 feet below
the expressway barrier. Because
the suggested trail alignment
follows the existing Harry Olson
Trail, the cross-slope is essentially
level.
As the trail approaches the Green
Lane Bridge, a junction is
envisioned. Trail users wishing to
connect with either Manayunk or
Belmont Avenue will follow a spur
that leads to an existing sidewalk
along Belmont Avenue.
Wide
sidewalks on the Green Lane Bridge
provide access to Manayunk.
Signalized intersections at the foot
of the Schuylkill Expressway ramps
allow access to Belmont Avenue
and points within Lower Merion
Township.

Gulley Run outfall just north of Green Lane Bridge

Just north of the Green Lane Bridge
duck-under, Gulley Run emerges
from a culvert, forming a wide
outflow as its waters join those of
the Schuylkill River. Either this
outflow will need to be bridged, or
the trail placed on the slope above
the culvert headwall. This report
Existing path beneath ex-Pennsylvania Railroad bridge
recommends the latter approach. A
short section of gabion wall is
envisioned atop the headwall, creating space for the 8-foot wide trail.
Reach 40
Trail users wishing to continue south may follow the trail through a duck-under beneath the
Green Lane bridge. Adequate space exists under the west bay, to accommodate the trail (a
minimum of 10 feet of vertical clearance).
Because the area beneath the Green Lane bridge is subject to occasional inundation, short trail
spurs on the upstream and the downstream sides of the bridge connect to a signalized
intersection and crosswalk. This study recommends that the existing traffic signal be upgraded
with a push-button actuated pedestrian signal. These spur connections from the trail also
connect with sidewalks to Belmont Hills, and to Manayunk.
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Once south of the Green Lane bridge, a de facto trail continues south. See the sketch on page 47.
At the river’s edge, this path crosses beneath the Roman-aqueduct-style concrete arch
Pennsylvania Railroad bridge. The
location offers a unique perspective
of the iconic bridge, and of
Manayunk across the river.
The
strip of land is constrained here by
the riverbank and a 1000 foot-long
concrete retaining wall that supports
the earth fill that carries the
Schuylkill Expressway.
For the
southernmost 200 feet of the
retaining wall, the concrete barrier
that forms the outside edge of the
expressway shoulder is at the top of
the retaining wall.
A quarter mile downstream of the
Green Lane bridge, the trail
alignment would follow the course
of an existing jeep trail beneath the
Schuylkill Expressway’s Pencoyd
viaduct. The viaduct itself is a
quarter mile in length. With the
steel deck of the highway far
overhead, selective view clearing
would reveal a fine view of the
Schuylkill River and Manayunk
beyond.

Beneath the Schuylkill Expressway Pencoyd Viaduct

Near the south (east) end of the
viaduct, a trail junction is
envisioned. At the present time,
this is an intersection of earthen
jeep trails. The left-hand fork will
allow trail users to continue along
Blackie Bridge between Lower Merion and Manayunk
the west bank of the Schuylkill
once included a pedestrian walkway on its downstream side
River (Reach 41). A right turn
would lead trail users through an existing underpass beneath the Norfolk Southern railroad, then
uphill along an abandoned road through a deep ravine. At the top of the hill, the existing path
connects to the proposed Cynwyd Trail.
In Reach 40, the preliminary trail alignment would average 32 feet from the edge of the nearest
travel lane of the Schuylkill Expressway. For 200 feet, the distance would be 14 feet. The trail
would be approximately 25 feet below the expressway barrier. Because the suggested trail
alignment follows an existing bench above the river, the cross-slope is essentially level. The
southernmost portion of Reach 40 is beneath the Schuylkill Expressway Pencoyd Viaduct.
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Reach 41
Trail users who follow the previously described left-hand fork will follow a proposed trail
alignment along an abandoned Pennsylvania Railroad track-bed, passing beneath the historic
Blackie Bridge. At the present time [2009], Norfolk Southern runs occasional freight trains across
the Blackie Bridge to Venice Island,
serving one remaining industrial
customer. If, as expected, at some
point in the future this customer
abandons their Venice Island
operation, NS plans to abandon the
Venice Island freight spur. It is
hoped that when this happens, NS
will offer the Blackie Bridge for sale
to the appropriate agency so that it
can
be
re-used
as
a
pedestrian/bicycle link between
Manayunk and Lower Merion
Township.
The proposed trail alignment in
Reach 41 is approximately 80 feet
The former Connelly Container / Georgia Pacific site
from Norfolk Southern’s railroad,
is to be redeveloped as a riverfront residential community
by O’Neill Properties Group
approximately 25 feet lower.
Because this reach follows an
abandoned railroad grade, the cross slope is effectively zero (level). The reach also passes
beneath the Blackie Bridge which carries Norfolk Southern’s freight spur to Venice Island. The
vertical distance from railroad to trail at that point is approximately 20 feet.
Reach 42
Once beneath the Blackie Bridge, the proposed trail alignment enters the former Connelly
Container / Georgia Pacific site, currently owned by O’Neill Properties Group. O’Neill plans to
construct high density residential units, and as part of that, to construct a multi-use trail and
promenade at the river’s edge. O’Neill has indicated that the northern end of the development
(near the Blackie Bridge) will include a parking lot that may be utilized by the public as a trail
head. It should be stated that as this report is being prepared [2008], O’Neill’s development is
only a conceptual proposal, and has not yet been granted necessary approvals by the Township.
Near the northernmost portion of Reach 42, the edge of the tentative trail alignment is as close as
100 feet from Norfolk Southern’s main line freight railroad, and approximately 50 feet from
Norfolk Southern’s Venice Island Spur. (Reach 42 passes beneath the Blackie Bridge, so the
horizontal distance effectively becomes zero at that point.) Vertical distance at that point is
approximately 20 feet. The vertical distance to the NS main line is also approximately 20 feet.
Reach 42 cross slope is effectively zero.
It is proposed that the trail alignment cross the Schuylkill River utilizing the Pencoyd Iron Bridge,
thus connecting to the existing Schuylkill River Trail on the east side of the river. This is not the
direct connection to the Martin Luther King Drive trail that had been envisioned, because such a
connection has been investigated as part of this study, and is deemed infeasible at this time.
Crossing the river at the Pencoyd Iron Bridge is necessary because there is insufficient space to
construct the trail downstream from this point. Tracks of Norfolk Southern’s freight yard beneath
the City Avenue Bridge extend to the top of the riverbank, leaving no room for a trail. Building
out into the River is unlikely to receive environmental approval because of flooding concerns.
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Bringing the trail to the east side of the river at Pencoyd Iron Bridge provides connection not just
to the existing Schuylkill River
Trail, but also to the Wissahickon
Trail and to the high-frequency
transit
service
that
serves
Wissahickon Transfer Station and
the nearby R6 Regional Rail
Wissahickon Station.
The existing Schuylkill River Trail
on the east bank of the Schuylkill
River can be utilized by trail users
wishing to travel from Pencoyd
Iron Bridge to the Falls Bridge.
From Falls Bridge southward, both
the Kelly Drive and Martin Luther
King Drive trails provide access to
Fairmount Park, to Center City
Philadelphia, and ultimately to the
East Coast Greenway.

Norfolk Southern railroad yard east of City Avenue bridge.
Close proximity of tracks to river bank
leaves no room to construct a trail in this area

Conceptual sketch depicting proposed riverside trail beneath historic Pennsylvania Railroad viaduct
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B. Trail and Trail Head Facilities
1. Parking and Access
Strategically located destination and arrival points along the trail corridor are often referred to as
“trail heads.” These points are generally best placed with approximately similar distances
between each to provide users with points of access, information and accommodation. The
preferred distance between trail head locations varies based primarily upon the number (density)
of users. Trail heads can be placed in appropriate locations to accommodate users, limit access
to the site, and concentrate amenities in a relatively compact area. More often than not, multiple
smaller scale trail heads serve major
corridors best by distributing users
throughout the corridor rather than
one or two central parking areas.

2. Comfort Accommodations
Often subconsciously, trail users
gauge the usability of a trail by the
level of basic physical accommodations that were available
during the experience. The key to
Pencoyd Iron Bridge would carry proposed trail alignment
providing accommodations is not
to east side of the Schuylkill River
volume or frequency as much as
communication of the location of the amenities. As long as users know where they can find a
detailed orientation map, restroom, source of potable water, and rest areas, they will have
confidence in venturing out on their ride or trek.
In addition to parking, seating, picnic and rest areas, information kiosks and orientation signs and
restrooms are the basic elements that provide an attractive and well used trail head. Rest facilities
can range from port-a-john type portable units to highly sophisticated permanent restroom
facilities that tie into the local sanitary sewer system. Very remote areas can now be provided
with long-life expectancy (extremely durable) composting toilet units with fans that run on solar
powered roof panels. Such technology, as can be seen at the Hawk Mountain Preserve in Berks
County, is reducing or even eliminating the requirements of locating near existing infrastructure.

3. Signage and Orientation
First and last impressions of any facility are often based upon the level of ease in which one can
comprehend, visualize and orient with a facility. Properly placed, durable and graphically
attractive orientation signs can quickly direct and orient a first time visitor to appropriate areas of
the trail head and the trail or equestrian facility and the overall regional trail system. The first
map that a visitor experiences should provide a clear sense of “you are here,” and where you can
or should maneuver. More detailed information can be provided in the form of written
brochures including written policy and more detailed maps. These maps and text can convey
details such as facility regulations, local resources (stores), eateries and attractions. For example,
bicyclists want to know where they can find a local bike repair shop, hikers want to know where
natural areas are located and equestrians need to know where they can purchase oats, hay, straw
or possible additional tack supplies.

4. Emergency Contact
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As important as proper orientation, emergency contact is critical to all users. With the increasing
number of cell phone users today, chances are good that trail users are never far from a source of
emergency contact. In extreme cases of emergency, such as a severe trail accident, users need to
know where the closest hospital, doctor, emergency room or veterinarian can be located. Most
if not all of the region which encompasses this trail system is within the 911 service area. Trail
signage, as has been installed recently on the Schuylkill River Trail, should tell users their exact
location.

5. Location of Trail Head Facilities
Seven facilities would serve the Schuylkill River West Trail as it is proposed: two existing and
five proposed. Near the north end, Upper Merion Township’s Heuser Park provides restrooms
and parking. Similarly, near the south end, Lower Merion Township’s Flat Rock Park provides
both restrooms, and parking.
Five new trail head facilities are envisioned:
1. The existing parking lot at the Trinsey Boat house may serve as a trail head. Upper
Merion Township may wish to expand parking if demand warrants.
2. This study recommends that Bridgeport Borough request that O’Neill Properties Group
include trail head parking at the new Bridgeview development, as has been proposed at
O’Neill’s Pencoyd development
3. It is hoped that the new owners of Five Tower Bridge in West Conshohocken will be
amenable to allowing trail users to utilize the parking lot at the far north end of their
property. The previous owners did allow public parking here for those seeking riverfront
access, albeit on an unofficial basis.
4. This study recommends that parking for 43 automobiles be constructed at a new trail
head located at the south end of the Lower Merion Township leaf compost facility near
Waverly Road.
5. This study recommends that parking for fifty automobiles be constructed at a proposed
new trail head located on township-owned land near Flat Rock dam. This correlates well
with a new parking area envisioned in the Flat Rock Park master plan.
In addition, public parking is available near the northern end of the Schuylkill River West Trail,
at the abandoned Port Kennedy railroad station. Located in Valley Forge National Historic Park,
this could be considered an eighth trail head. This parking lot and adjacent dead-end road are
already utilized in this capacity by Schuylkill River Trail users.
At each location, signage and maps would serve to orient trail users.
Also, the business districts of Bridgeport and West Conshohocken provide a multitude of
services, as well as on-street parking and transit access.
Any equestrian trail head facilities would require more land area and will need to be located at
strategic points within the corridor. These points need to have direct access to the trail system
and will need to provide the basic access, parking, stable and corral facilities. Equestrian trail
heads might range from more rustic accommodations in more remote places, to possibly highly
sophisticated, more complex facilities where appropriate.
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C. Special Urban Design Considerations
The development of the Schuylkill River West Trail through the historic towns of Bridgeport and
West Conshohocken is best informed by an understanding of the urban design considerations in
both their history and their future. The Trail must both respect each town’s resources, while
contributing to their present and future development for both economic development, and the
enjoyment of residents, employees and visitors alike.

1. Bridgeport
Historic Development Pattern: This historic manufacturing town, incorporated in 1851, grew in
response to the construction of the Schuylkill Navigation Company’s canal in the mid 1820’s,
and the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad’s main line in the late 1830’s. The wide flood plain
along the Schuylkill River provided good land adjacent to the railroad and canal for the
development of mills, with housing for workers built in-between or on the immediately adjacent
hills. While much of the manufacturing base is gone, these traditional patterns are clearly
visible.
The Canal and Riverfront Today, and Development Opportunities: The Bridgeport section of the
Schuylkill Navigation Canal began at the Norristown Dam, crossed the town roughly parallel to
Front Street. This section has been filled in. From the Borough Line near the Trinsley Boat
House, the Borough and developer Richard Schildt, the owner of the Frosty Falls Restaurant at
DeKalb Street and the riverbank, have improved and landscaped the service road down to
Dekalb Street, making for a most pleasant trail environment.
South of DeKalb Street, following a flood in 1999, a catastrophic fire at the Continental Business
Center leveled most of the businesses in this area between the Canal alignment and the
Schuylkill River, leaving a large area of undeveloped riverfront ideal for redevelopment. As
noted elsewhere in this report, this section of the trail will serve the development proposed by
O’Neill Properties. It is important that the trail be close to the river, while being carefully woven
into the new development, and to links to existing streets such as Green, Mill, Depot and Ford so
that the urban grid of Bridgeport is seamless extended to the river amidst the new development.
Recently the owner of the parcel of land located between O’Neills Bridgeview development and
Dekalb Street has placed this property on the market. If agreement can be reached with O’Neill
Properties Group, the Bridgeview development with its riverfront trail can be extended to Dekalb
Street.
Beginning at Ford Street, the Canal, although abandoned, is visible along its route between the
Norfolk Southern Railroad (formerly Reading Railroad), and the Schuylkill River. There is little or
no room here for development, but the Schuylkill Navigation Canal should be cleaned up and
possible re-watered all the down to the former outlet locks.
The resulting riverfront trail in Bridgeport will give the entire town an outlook to the River lost
decades ago with the abandonment of the former canal and towpath. The trail and waterfront
recreation lands will, as well, significantly increase the attractiveness and value of the new
waterfront development, and the nearby historic areas.

2. West Conshohocken
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Historic Development Pattern: This Borough, along with its sister borough of Conshohocken
across the Schuylkill River has seen tremendous development in the last 20 years, as it occupies
the junction of the Schuylkill Expressway (I-76) and the Mid-County Expressway (I-476).
However, it has been an important point of crossing of the Schuylkill River from earlier times,
and benefited as well from the opening of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad in 1839. As
with Bridgeport, and numerous other river towns, numerous mills developed on the flood plain
near the river and railroad, with nearby workers’ homes often built on the very steep streets of
the adjacent hills. The Schuylkill Navigation Canal ran through Conshohocken across the river.
The Riverfront Today, and Trail Opportunities: The upstream portion of the Borough includes
some isolated riverfront parkland, the PECO Gas Facility, and the Plymouth Dam. Access to this
area from Upper Merion Township is complicated by the tight conditions between the River and
the PECO facility at the River, and the PECO facility and the Norfolk Southern Railroad on the
landside. There is also very little clearance between the Railroad and Route 23 (River Road) in
the section. The section on alignment in this report discusses the possible alternatives to
threading the Trail through this section. Great care must be exercised in the Trail’s design to
provide safety to the public, while giving access to the riverfront.
From Balligomingo Creek to the borough line with Lower Merion Township, the riverfront has
been revitalized by the Tower Bridge office development. With the loss of the old mills came the
development of the new office towers in recent decades that now dominate the town’s
waterfront.
The existing path along the river would need to be improved for a multi-use trail. Great care is
needed here as well to respect the concerns of the private owners if the trail is to be opened to
the general public. The existing riverfront path is a largely recreational dead-end path; making it
into part of the Schuylkill River West Trail would allow workers, residents and visitors to West
Conshohocken to use it for walking and bicycling access, as well as for passive recreation.

D. Determination of Feasibility
Demand for this trail among local residents was made evident by the public input received by
the township-wide Pedestrian and Bicycle studies conducted in Lower Merion and Upper Merion
townships in 2004 and 2005, respectively.
Engineering challenges along the proposed alignment are varied, but none preclude the
feasibility of the trail. Several trail bridges are required, some above small waterways, others
over active freight railroad tracks. Construction of the trail on the hillside below the Schuylkill
Expressway will require careful design to minimize disturbance. Other sections of the trail are
within the flood plain and the floodway of the Schuylkill River. Trail surface within the floodway
should be chosen so that it can withstand the hydraulic pressure and scouring effect of flood
waters.
Ownership of the riverfront land on the west bank of the Schuylkill River will be the single most
important factor in determining the feasibility of the Schuylkill River West Trail. Maps C and D
trace the proposed alignment through three overall types of ownership: public, private, and
railroad-owned. These three types and the challenges associated with each are described in
Section III.E, below.
As trail alignments were proposed and investigated, they were deemed feasible or infeasible
based on several factors. The varying geographical relationship between Norfolk Southern’s
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Harrisburg Line and the Schuylkill River’s west bank creates pinch points and “dead-ends” that
preclude a continuous trail in those areas. Norfolk Southern’s corporate policy forbidding “railwith-trail” on their active rights-of-way precludes others, for instance the long stretch of river
behind the Inquirer printing plant in Upper Merion. Such reaches have been deemed infeasible.
A third category, between feasible and infeasible, describes Reaches 30 and 32 in Lower Merion
Township. Reaches 30 and 32 are deemed not readily feasible. In those two areas, the
proposed trail alignment is on the hillside below the Schuylkill Expressway and above Norfolk
Southern’s railroad. If PennDOT allows the trail to be constructed on its limited access
expressway right-of-way, the trail would be located within the 120-foot wide right-of-way
established by the Department of Highways when the expressway was built in the 1950s. If
more in-depth property research finds a wider right-of-way, or finds remnant property parcels that
can be purchased, that would open up greater possibilities for threading the trail through
Reaches 30 and 32.

E. Proposed Easements and Property Acquisition
A key component of this study has been research into property ownership along the potential
trail corridor, and interviews with property owners. The results of these interviews have been
summarized and are listed in tabular form (see Appendix 8). As this is a feasibility study and not
final design, legal permission to construct the trail was not sought; rather, the interviews were
intended simply to gauge some current owners’ overall amenability at this point in time.
County-based GIS property data were provided for this study; the limitations of that data make it
apparent that more in-depth property ownership research will need to be integrated into any
further phases of design for the Schuylkill River West Trail.
As stated in the previous section, Maps C and D indicate three broad types of ownership: public,
private, and railroad-owned.
Public lands can in many cases be a favorable location for a trail alignment, parklands and open
space being a best-case scenario. Other municipal-owned property, such as Upper Merion’s
Trout Run treatment plant and Lower Merion’s leaf compost facility may also be utilized,
provided the trail does not conflict with current uses and the safety of trail users is taken into
consideration. Road rights-of-way may be wide enough to accommodate a side path, or in the
case of low-speed or lightly-trafficked roads, trail users may share the cartway. State-owned
limited access highway rights-of-way were, at one time, off limits to pedestrians and trail users.
Recently however, PennDOT has allowed new trails in limited-access rights-of-way (a recent
example is along the 422 expressway in Upper Merion). The possibilities of working with
PennDOT are explored further in Section III.A/Reach 30 in this report. Public lands comprise
approximately 63% of the total trail corridor.
Private lands can, on a case-by-case basis, present opportunities and challenges. There are
property owners who will sell, or offer an easement, for trail construction for no compensation,
or nominal compensation. Others are willing to sell for a fair price determined by an impartial
appraisal. In the case of a property owner who has no interest in selling or granting a trail
easement, alternate alignments can be investigated. The proposed alignment of the Schuylkill
River West Trail traverses two large parcels owned by a willing property owner, O’Neill
Properties Group. O’Neill sees value in opening up their residential developments’ riverfronts to
the general public, and builds multi-use trails to encourage this. A nearby example is O’Neill’s
Lofts at Valley Forge apartment community. In both Bridgeport and Lower Merion, O’Neill plans
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to construct a riverfront trail and to grant access to the public. Philadelphia Electric Company
has also been most accommodating to trails. PECO has made its rights-of-way available for trail
construction for thirty years now, in many locations. While mostly amenable to the Schuylkill
River West Trail, PECO has refused passage across its riverfront facilities in West Conshohocken
borough. This is due to PECO’s concerns over sensitive natural gas pipelines that converge at
that location. On the other hand, PECO has offered a parcel of land near Flat Rock for nominal
compensation. Private lands comprise approximately 31% of the total trail corridor.
Railroad-owned property is the most problematic. The west side of the Schuylkill River is
paralleled its entire length through the study area by Norfolk Southern’s Harrisburg Line. This
has been a heavily travelled freight railroad since its construction in the 1840s, and far from
fading towards abandonment, projections show rail traffic growing on this line in coming
decades. It is in fact likely that NS may construct additional tracks to handle the added traffic, so
space within their right-of-way is at a premium. In addition, Norfolk Southern’s corporate policy
is to forbid the construction of trails on or near its active rights-of-way. Thus, a “rail-with-trail”
solution is not available.
In-depth discussions with representatives of Norfolk Southern have outlined the criterion by
which NS determines which parcels of their property may be for sale. Outlying parcels, not
adjacent to active tracks, are more likely to be sold and, as far as possible, it is there that the
tentative alignment of the Schuylkill River West Trail has been placed. In several places, new
trail bridges spanning the Harrisburg Line will carry the trail over the tracks. It is anticipated that
these trail bridges would be designed with long enough spans that they will accommodate
additional freight tracks as well as the railroad’s gravel maintenance roads.
Norfolk Southern owns a large parcel of land in Upper Merion Township, which NS has
expressed an interest in developing. The parcel is currently “land-locked,” with the only access
via a multi-track grade crossing at the east end of Abrams Yard. It may be possible that
development of this parcel can be facilitated by a shared-use (motor vehicle and trail) bridge
across Abrams Yard, and that NS will consent to sell a riverfront trail corridor set back a safe
distance from active tracks, between Abrams and Bridgeport.
Railroad-owned property comprises about 6% of the total trail corridor, all in Upper
Merion Township.

F. Operation and Maintenance
1. Proposed Agency Responsibilities
The proposed trail corridor passes through Montgomery County and the City of Philadelphia.
Municipalities with established Park and Recreation departments may be willing to expand their
parks maintenance programs to include the new trail. However, if the respective county and city
perform trail maintenance, this offers the added advantage of assuring a greater degree of
continuity the length of the trail. In Montgomery County, the Parks and Heritage Services
Department patrols and maintains some regional trails; in Philadelphia this function is performed
by Fairmount Park.
A critical next step in any future Trail implementation process is to clarify and formalize
maintenance responsibilities for each trail segment.
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It should be pointed out that Montgomery County has expressed interest in adopting the
maintenance of and providing security patrols for the Schuylkill River West Trail if the
municipalities support it as a continuous multi-municipal trail. If a continuous trail is not
supported, and implementation of some portions does not move forward, the County will
consider this trail a local effort, not regional, and each municipality will be responsible for the
maintenance and management of their trail segment.
In addition, there are alternative organization models for owning, operating, and/or maintaining
recreational trails such as municipal, county, non-profit trail groups or supporting charity, land
trust/conservancy and those established by PA Intergovernmental Cooperation Law including
municipal/regional trail authorities and commissions.
As an example, much of the Schuylkill River Trail in Berks and Schuylkill Counties has been
planned, and developed in part by the Schuylkill River Heritage Area. This has been done in
cooperation with those counties. In Berks County, in the long term, once the trail is completed,
there is the possibility of it becoming part of the county park system, although this is not yet
certain.
In Philadelphia, in another example, the tidewater section of the Schuylkill River Trail is being
developed and managed by the Schuylkill River Development Corporation in cooperation with
the park’s owner, the Fairmount Park Commission. Further support is provided by one of the
many park friends groups in the city, the Schuylkill River Park Alliance. This type of three-way
cooperation raises needed funds for development, maintenance, management, and expansion of
the Schuylkill River Trail and Park in the tidal portion of the Schuylkill River between the dam at
Fairmount and the mouth near Fort Mifflin.
Another example in trail and park development is copperation with large institutions and
developers. As noted earlier in this study, O’Neill Properties intends to develop the Schuyliill
River West Trail at its developments in Bridgeport and Lower Merion. The individual
municipalities should continue to coordinate the plans for the Schuylkill River West Trail with
developers’ plans for design, construction and management.
Finally, the importance of “friends” groups cannot be overstated. Even if they are not the actual
developer or manager, such groups work tirelessly to keep projects on track, and to see that
completed sections of trail are managed properly and improved over the long run. Strong friends
groups assure that a trail project remains a high priorty item in any municipality, and such groups
often provide a valuable service in running trail events such as tours, running events, and cleanups.

2. Overview and Description
Successful operation will rely on a continued and regular program of maintenance of the Trail
and support facilities. A Maintenance and Management Program will not only ensure a quality
recreational or travel experience for the trail user but is also an essential ingredient of a risk
management plan for the trail operator. Sufficient manpower and resources must be devoted to a
regular maintenance schedule in order to meet these goals.
Among the factors determining maintenance requirements are existing landscape character and
the nature and quality of capital improvements.
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Another key element of the maintenance and management system of the Trail would revolve
around communication and information that would allow trail users to provide feedback and
report on issues concerning trail maintenance and safety issues. This component of maintenance
would be facilitated through the establishment of a trail users’ organization as mentioned as well
as through effective signage throughout the Trail providing users with information on who to
contact regarding such matters. A thoughtfully designed and maintained web site could be
effective in this regard.
The maintenance guidelines that follow are necessarily somewhat generalized, and will need to
be re-evaluated at such a time when a detailed capital improvement program has been defined.
The maintenance implications of trail improvements should be reviewed carefully when
considering capital improvements. One particular area of concern, given the existing landscape
conditions, is the problem of drainage and flooding that can quickly undermine pavement
structures. Money saved during the trail development process may be spent many times over if
inadequate design and development creates a greater than normal maintenance burden. Trail
maintenance is a major program that is related to trail safety, attractiveness, and image. The trail
operator risks liability for accidents, if maintenance is ignored or negligently executed.
It is anticipated that the operating agencies will develop management systems for their respective
segments of the Trail. It is recommended that consulting agreements for trail design services
include a requirement that a detailed trail maintenance manual and schedule be provided.
The elements of this system should include:
• Inventory of the Trail and its related facilities.
• Setting of maintenance goals and standards for the quality of maintenance, hours of
operation, etc.
• Developing the tasks necessary to achieve maintenance quality levels.
• Assigning the maintenance tasks to designated groups or individuals.
• Monitoring the quality and frequency of the work.
• Implementing a control system for tracking accomplishments and relevant costs.
• Evaluating the maintenance management program.

3. Table of Maintenance Tasks and Operations
Important maintenance tasks that management agencies must consider are indicated in the
following Major Maintenance Tasks table as shown on the following page:
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TABLE OF MAINTENANCE TASKS AND OPERATIONS
ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

FREQUENCY

COMMENTS

Mowing

4-foot min. wide each
side of trail (where
applicable)

3-4 times annually

Flail type mower best - less
debris on trail

Pruning

Prune woody vegetation
4-feet back from sides of
trail –14-feet vertical
clearance – remove
invasive vines

Annually

Vegetation Management
Program may reduce this task
long term

Removal of Trees/
Limbs

Evaluation/ removal of
unhealthy or dead trees
and limbs

Annual

Fallen trees may remain as
access control and to
minimize disturbance

Signage

Maintain directional and
informational signs

Permanent signs periodically as required

Access Control

Replace damaged access
control devices

Periodically as required

Estimated frequency: 10%
annually due to vandalism

Trail Surface
(on local roads)

Resurface

Periodically as required

Based on municipal schedule

Trail Surface
(gravel road)

Repair surface damage
from vehicles, erosion,
etc.

Periodically as required

Based on municipal schedule

Trail Surface
(boardwalk)
Drainage Structures

Replace damaged areas

Periodically as required

Spur trails only

Clean inlets, keep
swales clear of debris

Minimum - Annually

Complete rehabilitation during
construction would
dramatically reduce necessity
for this type of maintenance
after storms

Trailside-litter pickup

Weekly or as required

Access area litter pickup

Weekly

Encourage continued user
‘carry-in, carry-out’ policy

Trash Collection

Removal of trash from
receptacles at access
areas

Weekly

Problems with non-user trash.
Some agencies do not have
trash containers at access
points for this reason

Bridges

Inspection by Prof Engr
(P.E.) every 2 years

Annually by PennDOT,
Municipal or County
Engineer

Bridges associated with public
roads are already on a regular
inspection schedule.

Litter Pick Up

Maintenance of bridge
to ensure structural
integrity
Graffiti Control

Repaint
bridges/abutments as
required

Annual/spot basis
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4. Law Enforcement and Safety
Trail managers should take necessary steps to provide both a safe trail for the users and to protect
themselves from liability claims. Where possible, hazardous conditions and attractive nuisances
should be identified and removed during the original construction of the Trail. Those that cannot
be removed should have warning signs posted.
If trail segments are opened in phases, as is recommended in this study, clear mention should be
made at all trail entrances and in any printed/electronic material (especially trail signage, maps,
guidebooks and pamphlets) that portions of the Trail are still not yet fully developed nor open to
the public and that users must exercise the necessary care when using the Trail.
An effective maintenance program is critical for trail safety. The maintenance program should
provide for regular safety inspections. Proper tree work and vegetation management are an
important part of the safety program. This includes trimming of vegetation to maintain adequate
sight distance for traffic safety and crime prevention purposes.
Several individuals at public meetings expressed concern that conflicts might arise between trail
usage and hunting. A program to encourage awareness by both hunters and trail users of the
need for responsible usage is critical.
In addition to reducing trail hazards, documentation of trail maintenance activities is essential in
combating possible liability claims. Through written records of good maintenance practices, the
managing agencies will be able to protect themselves from liability claims. In terms of property
ownership and liability, it should be noted that Pennsylvania recreational use laws largely protect
landowners from liability related to recreational use of their properties as long as no fee is
charged and the landowners uses due diligence to maintain the property and/or warn
recreational users of any safety hazards.
Legislation passed in 2007 strengthens these
protections.
With the ever-increasing use of cell phones by the general public, including trail users, aspects of
security have changed in recent years. Users are very well prepared to report and locate
questionable activity on or within trail corridors. User surveillance tends to deter potential
criminal activity.

5. Trail Facilities and Orientation Systems/Markings
A trail marking and orientation system benefits both users and trail managers. Signs should be
erected at all cross streets and highways, even expressways, identifying the name of the cross
street. Similarly, town names should be posted where the Trail enters a town or village. This
system helps trail managers to coordinate maintenance activities. The trail marking system could
also help save lives in the event that emergency services might be required.

6. Vegetation Management
Effective vegetation management is a critical dimension of the maintenance program. Effective
vegetation management is necessary to preserve and enhance the natural and scenic interest of
the Trail. Effective vegetation management is an important component of trail safety. Adequate
sight distance along the Trail should be maintained for crime prevention purposes. Hazardous
tree limbs and other obstructions should be promptly removed.
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The following system-wide standards for vegetation management are proposed:
1. Mowing - Herbaceous material should be mown three to four times a year a minimum of 4feet from the trail edge (where the trail adjoins meadows, roadways or grain fields. A flail
type mower is recommended as rotary types blow the screenings, gravel and mulch
(surfacing) off the trail.
2. Removal of Vegetation from Trail surfaces – In order to maintain the integrity of trail
surfaces, invasive vegetation should be eradicated through very limited and selective
application of herbicides.
3. Woody vegetation control - Trees and shrubs should be controlled by an annual mowing
along the edges of the trail (where trail is adjacent to fields, meadows and managed grass
areas). Removal of woody vegetation in this width should minimize the need for frequent
mechanical or hand pruning to maintain adequate horizontal and vertical clearances.
Selective removal or “limbing up” of trees should also be scheduled to maintain or create
desirable views from trail. Trees should also be kept clear of all drainage structures, bridges
and walls that may be subject to mechanical damage by tree roots.
4. Invasive Plant Species and Vegetation Control: Vegetation control should discourage
poison ivy along the trail and the removal of invasive plant species such as Mile a Minute
weed.

Trail would utilize this existing path between Abrams and Bridgeport
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